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Integral Perspectives is a method to architectural design that 
encompasses four different approaches.  The four approaches, or perspectives, I 
chose to focus on include: Cultural, Experiential, Performance, and Systems.  
Designing with each of these perspectives in mind, I intend to create a more 
holistic and integral design solution.  My thesis explores this methodology using 
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What emotional responses can design give?  And how can aesthetics play 
a role in creating beauty?  These questions are too often not answered by 
designers in today’s world.  Positive experiential qualities not only evoke feelings 
and emotions; but they can also create spaces of beauty.  Connection to nature 
is an important aspect to the experiential perspective.  Certain data has shown 
that connecting people to nature has positive psychological, physiological, and 
cognitive effects on humans (14 Patterns).   Green Terrapin Bright has produced 
extensive research regarding human connections with nature, also known as 
Biophilic Design.   As the world continues to urbanize and grow in density, the 
human connection with nature is being lost.  The denser the area the less nature 
there is per person.  According to 14 Patterns of Biophilic Design, this 
disconnection to nature is having serious effects on our mind, body, and soul.  
 
 
“…the enjoyment of scenery employs the mind without fatigue and yet 
exercises it, tranquilizes it and yet enlivens it; and thus, through the influence of 
the mind over the body, gives the effect of refreshing rest and reinvigoration to 
the whole system.”   




Biophilic design is about the reconnection to nature that we have lost.  
This experiential approach to design needs to be reincorporated into architecture.  
The goal in my thesis is to allow for the architecture to reconnect the users with 
nature again using simple strategies, such as framing views out towards the 
sunset, eliminating interior circulation, and allowing for ample natural light.   





     
 There is a lack of attention in many of today’s architecture with regards to 
culture.  Developers and investors have money in mind and not a sense of 
cultural sustainability.  Too many designs seem to be aliens transplanted into a 
culturally rich area.  Transplant enough of these alien designs into an area and 
the area’s identity and culture become lost.  The goal behind this perspective, or 
approach, is to create a design that enriches and sustains the existing culture.  
What defines the area’s culture?  What are the rituals and traditions of these 
people?   What symbolic meanings do these people have?  These are all 
important questions to ask when analyzing a culture.  By tapping into an existing 
area’s culture, the design can begin to sustain and reflect the culture, instead of 
weakening it.  Culture reflects identity, it is what shapes the architecture, the 
music, the arts, the economy and the values of a certain area.    
 
 
   Performance 
  
 It is without question that architecture must perform.  Performance criteria 
is now built into the building codes with a national goal of buildings being built by 
2030 to be carbon neutral.  This approach to design cares about knowing the 
natural patterns of the site: such as local climate, prevailing winds and available 
sun.  Understanding a site based on performative qualities allows the design to 
properly respond with passive strategies that can then be supplemented with 









 This perspective, or approach, is defined by the attention to the overall 
flow, or network of the area.  This includes the road systems, the local economy, 
the local eco-systems, public transportation, etc.  This perspective focuses on the 
big picture.  Making sure the design ideals fit into the existing networks or 
infrastructures.  Context is a big issue when designing through this perspective.  
What are the overall patterns in this area?  What is the existing fabric in which 
the project is being designed?  What are the local codes and what parameters 
might these add?  Is the site on a bus stop?  These are all questions to address 




Integration of Perspectives 
  
  
            The methodology behind this thesis is experimental in nature, and goes 
through a data collection, analysis, and reaction phase.  Each of these phases 
are carried out using each of the perspectives described above.  The idea is to 
design four projects on a schematic level using each perspective as the driving 
concept, resulting in a cultural scheme, an experiential scheme, a performance 
scheme, and a systems scheme.  This upfront design heavy approach allows for 
the process to develop concepts early.  After fleshing out the 4 schemes, I then 










CHAPTER TWO: PROJECT INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Nashville, TN  
 
 I chose Nashville, TN, more specifically East Nashville, as the site of my 
project.  Construction is booming in Nashville which creates opportunity for 
positive architectural impact, however, as a result of this boom, developers are 
pouring in and creating cheap, unsustainable, and culturally poor solutions.  If 
this continues, Nashville is going to be left with cheap, inefficient infrastructure to 
maintain.   
 The site that I chose has a proposal for a 22 room Air BnB Hotel for 
women visiting Nashville for bachelorette parties. The proposal has no 
connection with the local culture, no consideration of experiential qualities, no 
consideration for performance issues, and no consideration of context.  My 
intention is to take this site and use the integral perspectives methodology of 
design to produce a positive solution.  
 
The Site: 931 Main Street  
 
Located in East Nashville, as seen in figures 2.0 and 2.1, the site I chose sits on 
one of the main corridors that heads in and out of Downtown Nashville.  The site 
is urban in the front and residential in the back.  There is an alley way that 
becomes the boundary on the North Side.  There are future plans for a light rail 






























































 Approaching this perspective by walking the site and the surrounding 
neighborhoods.  I began to take notes, as seen in figure 3.0, of experiences on 
the site, such as noisy traffic on Main Street, or where there seemed to be social 
centers.  There were positive experiences, such as views downtown, however 
the main findings from this mapping was that there needed to be some 
experiential upgrading.  I needed to address the loud and busy Main Street.  I 












East Nashville – “East Nasty” 
 East Nashville is a trendy area of Nashville known for its sense of 
community.  The area is stamped with art galleries, local bars and restaurants, 
breweries, boutique shops, schools, library, organic grocery stores, and local 
boutique shops.  A few years past the zoning ordinances began to allow for 
businesses to move into the residential fabric of the area, which begins to really 
shape and define this area.  Restaurants, bars, offices, and shops disguise 
themselves in residential houses which infiltrate the neighborhoods.  Shelby 
Park, along the South West rim of East Nashville is a large green space which 
houses a small lake, trails along the Cumberland River, baseball fields, an 18-
hole golf course and an 18-hole disc golf course.  “Going green” is important to 
the people in this area.  The neighborhoods are full of home gardens, water 
cisterns and solar panels.  The area is full of people walking their dogs and riding 
their bikes.  Just walking through the area, using film to capture how people lived 
in the area, they’re rituals and customs provided an excellent foundation.  
Cultural Mapping 
 Mapping culture is difficult.  I instead began my cultural research through 
interviews, pictures, and videos as seen in figures 3.1 through 3.7.  The intent of 


















































































 Mapping the local climate using Climate Consultant.  Discoveries included 
Sun path Diagrams, and Wind Patterns as seen in figures 3.8 through 3.12.  
Nashville’s climate can be categorized as humid, during the hot summers and 
cold winters. The average wind velocity through this region is 8mph, experiencing 
higher velocities during the cool season. The site runs long ways from West to 
East about 25 degrees off of a due south orientation. Due to the low heights of 
the existing structures surrounding the site, sun availability is excellent. Allowing 
potential for passive design strategies to heat and light the space. The wind 
direction flows predominantly from the south in both summer and winter seasons, 














































 Mapping was a critical aspect of the systems perspective.  My goals were 
to map issues of local economy, transit stops, bike routes, corridor plans, and 
overall neighborhood context.  Below are figures 3.13 through 3.15 which are 















Figure 3.14. Systems – Local Businesses vs Urban Sprawl 
 
 





CHAPTER FOUR: RESPONSES 





















By creating a transition space, the occupants 
have a more pleasant trip from car to home
Facing the Units towards the west allows for 
the units to have views facing downtown and 
towards the sunset.
Retail space allows the site to liven up 
socially
Creating a buffer zone between the busy, 




Roof top gardens allow for 
























Parking in the rear, blocked from 
view with natural vegetation
Maintain the grungy artistic 
aesthetic that dominates the area 
with murals
Dog park that would be adjacent to 
the beer garden  
Keep exisiting house on the 
property to re-purpose into a 
eatery or brewery
Create a retail alley way, filled with 
small shops and cafes
Creating outdoor spaces is import-
ant in the area.























By using an east west orientation we 
are able to take advantage of the 
natural wind and sun patterns
Trees allow for the stores to be shaded 
during summer 
Using the same basic building design 
on a repetitive pattern makes construc-
tion more ef ecient
Thin building plan
Green roof / water collection 
system




























Allowing for there to be a “center” 
for the amenities creates an ef e-
cient f ow of circulation
Green roofs help bring back the 
“green” in the area.  Helping to 
tackle the Green Desert problem.
The open public space in the front not only helps solve 
the problem of f lling in the social center gap, it also 
helps allows for a place for the future light rail.
Having smaller scale “centers” 
allows for the residents to have 





CHAPTER FIVE: INTEGRATION OF RESPONSES 
 
Final Scheme: Driving Concepts 
 The driving concepts that I derived from my research and analysis phase 
included needs for: 
 
1. A dog park 
2. A front porch 
3. Garden space for every tenant 



























The Dog Park 
 The need for a dog park was based on the dog culture in the area and the 
interview analysis.  By allowing for a dog park on the site, as seen in figures 5.0 


















The Front Porch 
 The “front porch” as seen in figures 5.2 and 5.3, is a piece of architectural 
language that not only defines the architecture of the area but also the social 
patterns.  Walking down the neighborhood streets in East Nashville, everyone 






































Garden Space  
 There is a major garden culture in this area.  My concept behind the 
garden space, as seen in figures 5.4 through 5.6, is to allow for the space to act 
as both a front porch for the individual units, a buffer from the loud traffic of Main 


































A Social Scene  
 This area is not functions on social nooks.  The culture in this area is one 
that likes to gather and socialize.  Another reason I decided to activate this area 
with retail shops and social opportunities, as seen in figures 5.7 and 5.8, was to 
also provide the tenants with amenities on site.  A concept that brings the social 
hub to the apartment complex, making it a desirable place to live.  Also using the 







































CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 
 
 
 This project was heavily revolved around methodology.  The goal was to 
see what types of outcomes could shape themselves from using multiple 
approaches, or lenses.  The outcome then addresses issues of sustaining 
cultural identity, creating experientially beautiful spaces, performance, and 
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